
Inspection of The Oak Tree Nursery & 
Pre-School Ltd
Bere Hill, WHITCHURCH, Hampshire RG28 7EB

Inspection date: 7 September 2023

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Good



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

Children arrive to a warm welcome from familiar staff who know their needs well. 
They enjoy a wide range of experiences and show an eagerness to learn. Staff play 
alongside children with great enthusiasm. They successfully capture children's 
attention and skilfully adapt the play to suit the various needs of the group. 
Children are captivated by an imaginative activity linked to promoting good dental 
hygiene. They expertly floss the dinosaur's teeth and talk about healthy foods. 
Staff creatively support children's continued interest through skilful use of character 
voices, while successfully introducing new vocabulary. Children learn to take turns 
in the conversation and listen to the views of their friends. They giggle in delight as 
the dinosaurs ask for pasta for their dinner, which they then prepare.

Staff prioritise children's emotional well-being effectively. They provide clear and 
consistent support so that children can regulate their feelings and resolve 
disagreements for themselves. For example, older children use a sand timer to 
make sure they each have equal time playing with a popular toy. Babies and 
toddlers benefit from cuddles, praise and reassurance from staff, who help them 
understand simple rules, such as sharing toys. Children show a can-do attitude and 
determination to try things for themselves.

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n Leaders have a clear vision for the nursery and have taken effective action to 
address previous challenges linked to staffing arrangements. Newly recruited 
staff benefit from an induction that helps them understand their responsibilities. 
Overall, the manager supports staff well to develop their teaching skills. For 
example, the manager provides supervision, and staff undertake training to gain 
recognised qualifications. However, some newer staff have just started their 
journey in childcare and further support is required to ensure consistently high-
quality interactions across all age groups. 

n Leaders have good oversight of curriculum priorities that accurately set out what 
staff want children to know and learn to do. Staff who work with older children 
present information clearly and are skilled at checking children's understanding. 
Overall, there is a strong focus on adapting teaching to meet children's individual 
needs, including children with special educational needs and/or disabilities 
(SEND). However, variations in staff's confidence affects the success with which 
they follow the intent for activities. Despite this, children develop a good range 
of skills in readiness for their future learning. 

n Leaders ensure effective oversight of the provision for children with SEND. The 
appointment of an experienced and well-qualified special educational needs 
coordinator (SENCo) ensures that the individual needs of children are quickly 
identified and planned for. Working relationships with outside agencies are 
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developing. A clear plan is in place to ensure that children reach their full 
potential.

n Staff's passion and enthusiasm for storytelling is contagious. Older children 
benefit immensely from uninterrupted group times, where they play an active 
role in reading popular stories. Staff promote children's communication well, 
through emphasis on rhyming words and the introduction of new vocabulary. 
Children respond with enthusiasm, offering ideas of what might happen next and 
working out how the character feels by looking at the illustrations. Younger 
children benefit from staff who model simple language, with good attention to 
repetition, and quickly acquire new words. 

n Staff promote children's continued good health well. Children tuck into 
nutritious, home-cooked meals that are reflective of their dietary needs and 
stages of weaning. Children show competency with cutlery, and staff readily 
support children's independence, such as to pour their own drinks. Children 
relish opportunities to cultivate fresh fruits and vegetables in the on-site 
allotment. They energetically explore the exciting outside spaces and take 
managed risks under careful supervision of staff.

n Partnership with parents is suitably established. Staff use information shared by 
parents effectively to help new children settle into nursery life. They share 
information on children's progress through regular updates and more widely 
through newsletters. On the whole, parents report positively about their 
experiences. Newly introduced procedures ensure that the regional support team 
have oversight of any concerns raised and can resolve these quickly. 

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

Leaders and staff have a good understanding of their roles and responsibilities to 
keep children safe. This includes the procedures to follow if a baby presents with 
unexplained bruising. Leaders show vigilance in following up on patterns of non-
attendance so that children benefit from their full funding entitlement. Checks are 
in place to assure the ongoing suitability of staff working with children, including 
additional checks, where required, for overseas staff. The premises are well 
maintained, and all staff show good attention to minimising risks. 

What does the setting need to do to improve?

To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n strengthen how staff practice is monitored and provide relevant support to 
ensure that the quality of teaching is consistent and all children continually 
benefit from good-quality learning experiences

n support staff to have a clearer understanding of the curriculum intent so that 
their teaching consistently focuses on what they want children to learn. 
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY264320

Local authority Hampshire

Inspection number 10309254

Type of provision Childcare on non-domestic premises

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register, Voluntary Childcare Register

Day care type Full day care

Age range of children at time of 
inspection

0 to 4

Total number of places 123

Number of children on roll 121

Name of registered person The Oak Tree Nursery & Pre-School Limited

Registered person unique 
reference number RP521496

Telephone number 01256 895577

Date of previous inspection 19 June 2019

Information about this early years setting

The Oak Tree Nursery & Pre-School Ltd registered in 2003 and was acquired by the 
Bright Stars Nursery Group Limited in 2022. The nursery is located in Whitchurch, 
Hampshire, and is open 8am to 6pm, Monday to Friday, throughout the year, 
except for bank holidays and Christmas. There are currently 39 staff employed. Of 
these, 20 staff hold appropriate early years qualifications between level 2 and level 
6. The nursery is in receipt of funding for the provision of free early education for 
children aged two, three and four years. 

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Melissa Cox
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Inspection activities

n This was the first routine inspection the provider received since the COVID-19 
pandemic began. The inspector discussed the impact of the pandemic with the 
nominated individual and the manager and has taken that into account in their 
evaluation of the provider.

n The manager and the inspector completed a learning walk together of all the 
areas of the nursery and discussed the early years curriculum. 

n The inspector held a meeting with the SENCo and discussed plans to support 
children with SEND.

n The nominated individual and regional managers discussed the priorities for the 
nursery. 

n The inspector gathered the views of parents and carers as part of the inspection 
process and took these into account. 

n The inspector looked at a sample of key documentation on request. 
n Children spoke to the inspector and told her what they like doing when they are 

at nursery. 

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
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